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Insights into the Future of Western Sydney



Population Growth 2036



Projected Population Growth: 2016 - 2036







• Utilises ACNC data

• Unpacks investment in locally based services 
on a per capita basis

• Captures investment in locally based services delivering 
across the region, state or nation

• Does not factor in investment from outside 
Western Sydney, e.g. Mission Australia
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How Does This Speak to 
Community Transport?



Transport Service 
Providers Based in 
LGAs

Hawkesbury

• “Available” x9

• Providers x2

Penrith

• “Available” x9

• Providers x2

Parramatta 

• “Available” x13

• Providers x2



What do 
Service 
Providers 
Need to Keep 
in Mind?

Ever changing sector

Growth in population

Higher number of people requiring assistance

Tailored support for people using services

Royal Commission into Aged Care Quality and 
Safety

Royal Commission into Violence, Abuse, Neglect 
and Exploitation of People with Disability 



What’s Worked 
Well?

• Gutsy leadership & good 
governance

• Communication

• Growth in services: 

• Diversity in service delivery

• Expansion into more areas

• Mergers



Community and Transport in Western Sydney

Wrestling with Transition



History of  Active Care Network

• Beginnings
• Blacktown Community Transport Coordinating Committee began in 1982. In the first week of operation 28 trips were provided to 14 

clients. Clients were asked to contribute $1.00 per quarter hour of use.

• In the Blue Mountains LGA Mountains Community Transport was able to deliver community transport services through funding by 
the Home and Community Care Program (HACC) in 1986. 

• In 1987 Nepean Community Transport was funded to service the same community in the Penrith LGA. 

• In 1988 Blacktown Community Transport Coordinating Committee was incorporated and officially became known as Blacktown
Community Transport Incorporated. For almost 30 years the service continued to provide transport to the people of Blacktown LGA, 
expanding the fleet to 12 vehicles and the number of clients to over 1,500 people.

• Consolidation
• In 2004 Mountains Community Transport and Nepean Community Transport were amalgamated to become GREAT Community 

Transport Inc. The service expanded its community transport program and provided assistance with shopping, medical and hospital 
transports, transport to centre based meals and social outings, all provided by a predominantly volunteer workforce.

• In 2017 Helen Walker, long time CEO at GREAT Community Transport passed away, leaving a substantial gap in the community 
transport sector broadly but also at the helm of GREAT Community Transport more specifically. It was at this time that GREAT 
Community Transport considered how it might strategically reshape the organisation.

• Blacktown Community Transport, with aspirations to deliver transport services beyond the community transport funding, looked 
towards commercial operations and a name change that would reflect its new ambitions. In 2017, Blacktown Community Transport 
officially became known as Easy-Go Connect.



History of  Active Care Network

• Beyond Transport
• It was in 2018 that the Boards at Easy-Go Connect and GREAT Community Transport started a conversation about the strength of 

merging the two organisations. It was these conversations that recognised that there was scope for a merged organisation to deliver 
services beyond community transport and even beyond transport. In these conversations the seeds of building a merged entity into a 
multi-service organisation started to grow.

• On July 1, 2019 Easy-Go Connect and GREAT Community Transport merged and retained the name Great Community Transport. At 
that time the combined services had grown and had over 3,500 registered clients. 

• For the next year the new organisation worked hard at integrating two operationally similar but culturally diverse organisations
always with an aim to rename and rebrand the new organisation at the appropriate time. It was decided that the new name, Active 
Care Network, would go live on the 1st of July 2020. 

• Carpe Diem
• In early 2020 the COVID-19 pandemic created challenges for community transport organisations across the sector, and Active Care 

Network responded by redeploying under-utilised staff to a client welfare function. Staff called clients, made sure they were safe, and 
asked them what they needed help with. Clients asked for help with shopping for everyday needs and maintaining their garden. From 
the foundation of our COVID Courtesy Gardening Service, the Gardening and Maintenance Service grew.

• With the Gardening and Maintenance Service coming online Active Care Network launched their new name and brand to the public 
on the 14th of August, 2020 and went live the next Monday.



Why the Merge?

• Benefits
• Scale has meant that Active Care Network has been able to make decisions to grow.

• We are a more efficient organisation. Able to choose the best way to do things from each organisation.

• Challenges
• Us and them actually us and us and them.

• Transitioning from a transactional mindset to a community development mindset.

• It takes longer than you think and probably costs more in the short term but this should not be a 
barrier to mergers.



Values of  Active Care Network

Easy Go Connect Great Community Transport

Respect Community Focus

Integrity Quality

Compassion Commitment

Service Empowerment

Care Respect

Integrity



Values of  Active Care Network

Innovation

Integrity

Reliability

Respect

Service

Trust

Innovation

We believe that innovation is the key to continuing improvement in the way we meet our clients’ 

needs. Innovation will put our organisation at the forefront of client service delivery.

Integrity

We believe that integrity is the key ingredient in powerful relationships. Doing the right thing even 

when it is hard, knowing that we will  stand up for our clients when they need it.

Reliability

We believe that being reliable is the cornerstone of a strong service culture. We will  be where our 

clients expect them, delivering what they need, when they need it.

Respect 

We believe that respect is at the core of our relationships with our  clients but also our staff, suppliers 

and stakeholders. Respecting all  people, their culture and their choices gives us the space to be caring 

and compassionate to them individually and collectively.

Service

We believe that each of our clients is unique and while many require similar things, each requires their 

own touch of service that is above and beyond.

Trust

We believe that trust is the culmination of all of the values that Active Care Network aspires to. We 

want our clients as with our communities to trust Active Care Network first and foremost.



The Vision of  Active Care Network

• The Vision for Active Care Network is an empowered, engaged, and connected community 
innovating to achieve independence and wellbeing.

• This is a really exciting vision for our organisation, it gives us permission to be really expansive and 
innovative in the way that we engage our community and the way we provide service.



Words of  Advice to a Younger Ben

• Spend time with people
• People will derail a merger.

• Communicate like forever
• Transparency is key, volunteers have had previous lives and will call you out.
• Everyone fills in the gaps if they are not certain about what is going on.
• Talk about the things that make you the same. Talk about values.

• Create Momentum
• Sometimes the smallest steps make the greatest progress.

• Don’t be afraid to lose people
• A new direction or changes in culture are not for everyone.
• There may be some short term pain but it is worth it.

• Harmonise quickly
• Discordant or inconsistent policies and procedures are the easiest way to confuse a client.
• Discordant or inconsistent policies and procedures are often an excuse to be us and them.

• Opportunities for engagement must be authentic
• The people that want a say should be allowed to have one.



Community Transport to 

Community and Transport

• Active Care Network wanted to be more engaged with our community.

• Community Engagement with the Harwood Institute Public Innovation Approach
• A commitment to practice.

• CHSP Service Delivery
• Started with a lawn.

• Home Modifications coming on line.

• Domestic Assistance by the end of the financial year.



Who Makes Up Active Care Network?

English as a Second Language

 Hindi  Arabic  Maltese

 Turkish  Punjabi  Spanish

 Italian  Cantonese  Tagalog

 Mandarin  Greek  Persian (excluding Dari)

 Tamil  Hungarian  French

 Croatian  German  Serbian

 Urdu  Filipino  Nepali

 Dutch  Bengali  Fijian

 Vietnamese  Not Stated  Slovene

 Polish  Gaelic (Scotland)  Czech



Who Makes Up Active Care Network?
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Client Mobility

 NDIS  Non Transfer Wheelchair  Special Requirement  Wheelchair  Wheelie Walker



Who Makes Up Active Care Network?

• It’s a ladies game

Client Gender

 F  M



Thank You for Letting Me Share

• Questions?


